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Permission ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE ACCESS_WIFI_STATE INTERNET VIBRATE BILLING WAKE_LOCK BIND_GET_INSTALL_REFERRER_SERVICE RECEIVE C2D_MESSAGE Permission Text OTHER: Allows applications to access information about networks. It allows apps to access information about Wi-Fi networks. Allows apps to open
network plugs. Allows access to the vibrator. Use PowerManager WakeLocks to prevent the processor from sleeping or the screen from darkening. Min Sdk 16 Min Sdk Android 4.1、4.1.11 (JELLY_BEAN) Operation Systems Target Sdk 28 Target Sdk Txt Android 9.0 Multi Window Without Support Small Screens, normal, large, xlarge Cpu armeabi-v7a Open
Gl Int 0 Supports any density Yes Density 120, 160, 240, 320, 480, 640, 65534 User Features Use Hardware Features Wi-Fi feature: The app uses 802.11 networks (Wi-Fi) features on the device. It uses feature non-multimedia software features: The app features a user interface designed for viewing on a large screen, such as a TV. Use the implicit feature
The app requires your device to use vertical or horizontal orientation. If the application supports both orientations, then you don't need to declare any feature.#The app uses 802.11 networking features (Wi-Fi) on the device.#: Signature Md5 E89B158E4BCF988EBD09EB83F5 Signature 378E87 61ED377E85D386A8DFEE6B864BD85B0BFAA5AF81 Sha256
A40DA80A59D170CAA9 50CF15C18C454D47A39B26989D8B640ECD745BA71BF5DC Valid from Fri 29 02:33:46 CET 2008 until: Frim Jul 17 03:33:46 CEST 2035 Serial Number 936eacbe07f201df Android Developer Ou Android Organization Android Locale Mountain View Country USA California City The Best Ball Shooter for 2018. He likes pinball with
cannon fire and the red ball. The game also uses the gravity ball to drop and jump the bat ball. Ball Explosion is a new arcade game that allows you to use a cannon to throw a ball against the ball contains the number. When you shoot the ball, the number will decrease and destroy when it will be zero. + Shoot the entire ballz and destroy the flying ball + Many
beautiful themes will be chosen at random in each game. + The jump ball will be split into + The magic ball is composed of many colored balls and changes color when the number of balls decreases + The red ball is the strongest and becomes a green ball as you prepare for division or destruction HomeArcadeColor Ball Blast APK Mod 2.0.7App Name Color
Ball BlastPackage Name ( 2960 ) SizeRequirementUpdatedInstalls 100,000+DeveloperBlasting Beauty, Color Therapy Shooting game, color ball explosion! The explosion of the balls of color that rains, the prettier, the better. Funny fun explosions a cannon with color ball explosion - color ball: full of fun blasting balls, exploding colored ball - cannon: with pin
point upgrades, exploding colored ball is back with bomber strength - Skins: More colors, more sensation. Enjoy a rainbow-colored ball explosion! – Additional levels: Explosion of more exciting colored balls! Whenever, wherever, easy blast ball color bomber - A single finger can shoot your cannon colored ball blast! – Enjoy with all the bombers from all over
the world in Color Ball Blast! – You do not need wifi in color ball explosion. Blast the color ball wherever you are! PlayStore id: com.colorballblast.ballblast.cannon.bomberDs color ball blast unlock the best guns with blast ball MOD APK version (unlimited money) provided by APKMODY. The game is ready to download, it can be downloaded and installed on
your Android device. Table of contents [ShowHide]Voodoo has always been famous for its simple but highly addictive games. Referring to Voodoo, many people will think of Helix Jump Hole.io once a time of raiding the offline gaming market. And by the end of 2018, this talented developer just added a new game called Ball Blast. The game is currently
released for free on both iOS and Android operating systems. If you are looking for an effective entertainment game, this is a great option. Balls and numbersSo away, the ball has always been an endless source of inspiration for Voodoo to create their products. From Dune, Fire Up or Rolly Vortex, the ball is always the focus of the game. This is a very
interesting point when only simple balls, developers can create many different titles with great addictive skill. In addition, the numbers featured in this game brings a sense of attraction to those who like to calculate and put logic as a guide to their playing trend. This combination will definitely bring a lot of interesting things for the players. GameplayIn Ball Blast,
your mission is to control a mobile cannon to shoot down enemies. The cannon will fire automatically, just drag your finger to the side to move. Your opponent will fall from the sky and bring different numbers. The more you hit the ball, the less the number will fall until they reach 0, the ball will explode and drop gold coins. However, the ball will not stand still for
you to shoot. Round spheres with extremely high elasticity when falling to the ground will bounce back and continue to fall. When they're in the air and they fall on you, you lose. That's not all! With each big ball you will find, shooting down will be divided into 2 more balls with a score equal to half the original ball. They will continue to separate the score every
time they shot until the size of the ball is not enough to do that. Many challengesThe number of points per sphere depends on its size. When looking at a falling ball, be careful if it splits in two and fall on your head. There is a case in exploding balls, which is small balls, but has several times the number of normal balls. Statistics show that 30% of dead players
are caused These little balls. Whether you recognize this or not depends heavily on your sanity and mastery of the game. The more balls you break, the more points you will earn. When you earn a certain number of points, you will unlock the next level. However, the difficulty of the game will increase with the level. The higher the level of play, the more the ball
appears and moves faster. Right now, you can discover its limits. Ball blast is created in the style of an endless run game, that is, the balls will keep falling until you make a new mistake. However, this brings an interesting feeling to the game because by losing when it is ongoing, players will have the psychology to play more to set a higher record. Please try
your best and invite more friends to join this game. Super large weaponsThe difficulty increases with the level that requires more advanced weapons to overcome them. Weapons with great destructive power, allowing players to knock down balls faster is an indispensable element when players play until the later stages. The money you collect throughout the
game trip will now maximize your ability when they can be used to buy items inside the store, including firecrackers. Weapons with fresh shapes will help you win all the challenges. GraphicsBall Blast has eye-catching graphics, simple like other Voodoo games. Wide view, the brightest colors are changed through each different level won't make you feel
boring. The updated guns are also equipped with beautiful accessories. I think this game can satisfy even the most demanding players. MOD APK version of Ball BlastMOD featureUnlimited Money: You have a lot of diamonds. Note when you use BALL BLAST MODQuan using Ball Blast (MOD Unlimited Money), you may wonder when you only see 0 coins
when opening the game. Don't worry. After collecting the first gold coin when playing, you will be given an infinite amount of money. This money helps you unlock firecrackers and many other things in the store. However, you still need to reach the level required with each cannon. Download Ball Blast MOD APK (Unlimited Money)Ball Blast is a simple game
that you can play anywhere, anytime. A few games after each stressful lesson, tired working hours or every time you wake up to get inspired for the long day is also a good ideal. Are you ready to participate in this unlimited ball shooting game? Game?
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